Curated, specialty-specific solutions that understand the way students learn

Courses:
Supports medical students from M1-M4 and residents from PY1-4/5

Remote and distance learning resources are essential in today's environment. LWW Health Libraries are comprehensive packages of textbooks, multimedia, self-assessments, and links to primary literature, and can be effortlessly integrated into any online curriculum through your institution’s LMS.

Faculty can give their students seamless access—via intuitive tools and functionality—to the content and materials they need to acquire clinical reasoning, practice for rounds and patient interactions, and prepare for boards. When faculty can’t be with their students in the classroom, they can trust Health Libraries to provide the teaching support they need.

BENEFITS FOR FACULTY

When you are creating your syllabus
Core and niche, updated Lippincott content for all of your students, easily embedded in your syllabus
• Customize content for your course needs with linkable chapters and sections from world-renowned medical texts and journals.*
• Assign readings and ensure that all your students have access to the most current editions.
• Stable linking at a chapter section level makes it easy to embed content. Copy and paste links directly into your course materials or syllabi.

Case studies tie concepts together and prepare your students for practice
• Health Library includes hundreds of case studies (depending on the specific collection) for use as discussion topics, emphasizing the connections between core foundational knowledge and clinical application.

When you are preparing for class
Easy export of images to presentation slides or study guides
• A simple search delivers results across the entire collection with rich multimedia content, including images and videos. Use the Images tab in a textbook to quickly surface visual content.
• Export any image in a Health Library directly to PPT for use in presentations. Students can export images into study materials, including citations.

When your students are studying
Student engagement and assessment
• Students can email content links to other users in study groups and teams. Sharing in this way helps students feel connected to one another in a remote environment.
• Help ensure student competency with more than 25,000 (across all collections) multiple-choice Q&A for shelf exams, USMLE, PANCE/PANRE, and course review. Personal accounts allow, students and educators to create custom tests and identify individual remediation areas.
• Within each self-assessment, students are given a visual indicator of their areas of strength, as well as areas in which they need to improve. In areas of weakness, each question contains a remediation link to a textbook in the collection that covers the topics that require further learning.
• Hundreds of videos and animations simulate mechanisms, interactions, techniques, and procedures so you can easily illustrate concepts for all learners.

Contact sales@ovid.com for more information!

*Available in LWW Residency Health Libraries